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Abstract—When designing modern software, care must be
taken to allow for applications to scale based on the demands
of its users while still accommodating flexibility in development.
Recently, microservices architectures have garnered the attention
of many organizations—providing higher levels of scalability,
availability, and fault isolation. Many organizations choose to host
their microservices architectures in cloud data centres to offset
costs. Incidentally, data centres become over-encumbered during
peak usage hours and underutilized during off-peak hours. Tradi-
tional microservice scaling methods perform either horizontal or
vertical scaling exclusively. When used in combination, however,
these methods offer complementary benefits and compensate for
each other’s deficiencies. To leverage the high availability of
horizontal scaling and the fine-grained resource control of vertical
scaling, we developed two novel hybrid autoscaling algorithms
and a dedicated network scaling algorithm and benchmarked
them against Google’s popular Kubernetes horizontal autoscaling
algorithm. Results indicated up to 1.49x speedups in response
times for our hybrid algorithms, and 1.69x speedups for our
network algorithm under high-burst network loads.

Index Terms—Docker, microservices, autoscaling, cloud.

I. INTRODUCTION

Microservices architectures have gained widespread popu-

larity in the software development community, quickly becom-

ing a best practice for creating enterprise applications [1].

Under the microservices architecture model, a traditional

monolithic application is dissociated into several smaller, self-

contained component services or functions [2]. Three of the

most notable benefits include an application’s enhanced de-

ployability, fault-tolerance and scalability. Hosting one’s own

microservices architecture, however, comes at a high price, in-

cluding server-grade hardware acquisition costs, maintenance

costs, power consumption costs, and housing costs. Instead

of bearing these expenses themselves, software companies

typically choose to pay cloud data centres to host their

applications. Companies relinquish control of their microser-

vices’ resource allocations and run the risk of performance

degradation.

Owners of these microservices architectures, known as

tenants, negotiate a price for a specified level of quality of

service, usually defined in terms of availability and response

times. This information is encapsulated in a document referred

to as a service-level agreement (SLA). The SLA stipulates the
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monetary penalty for each violation and impels the cloud data

centre to provision more resources to the tenants. To reduce

operating costs and improve user-perceived performance, it is

paramount to cloud data centres to allocate sufficient resources

to each tenant.

Unfortunately, data centres are reaching their physical and

financial limitations in terms of space, hardware resources,

energy usage, and operating costs [3]. As such, it is not

always possible to simply provision more resources as a buffer

against SLA violations. In fact, this approach often results in

higher costs to the data centres as the number of machines and

power consumption increase [4]. Conversely, data centres can

suffer from resource underutilization. During off-peak hours,

tenants are typically overprovisioned resources [4]. These

unused resources can be reclaimed to conserve power and

be more readily allocated to another tenant when there is an

immediate need. Most cloud clusters are also heterogeneous

in nature, implying that machines can run at different speeds

and have different memory limits. Increasing the efficiency of

resource utilization on each machine, while minimizing the

number of machines used, presents another way to lower the

overall power consumption cost. If individual machine speci-

fications are not taken into account, however, this can lead to

overloaded machines. For example, exceeding memory limits

forces the machine to swap to disk, resulting in significantly

slower response times and poorer overall performance. Scal-

ing resources efficiently for virtualized microservices should

therefore be imperative for data centres as it can result in

significant cost savings [5], [6].

Traditional methods for scaling can generally be categorized

into vertical or horizontal scaling with the more popular

approach being horizontal scaling [7]–[10]. This scaling tech-

nique involves replicating a microservice onto other machines

to achieve high availability. By replicating a microservice onto

another machine, its resource allocations are also copied over.

This approach, however, is greedy and presumes there is no

shortage of hardware resources [11]. Furthermore, horizontal

scaling creates additional overhead on each replicated machine

and is confronted with bandwidth limitations on network and

disk I/O, and hardware limitations on socket connections.

Vertical scaling, on the other hand, aims to maximize the

utilization of resources on a single machine by providing

the microservice with more resources (e.g., memory and
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Fig. 1. Illustrates a hybrid autoscaling scenario. Container 1 and 2 (left)
reside on the same machine. Container 2 is vertically scaled while Container
3 is horizontally scaled.

CPU) [12]–[15]. Unfortunately, this method is also limited as a

single machine does not necessarily possess enough resources.

Upgrading the machines to meet demands quickly becomes

more expensive than purchasing additional commodity ma-

chines.

Currently, most cloud data centres employ the use of pop-

ular tools and frameworks, such as Google’s Kubernetes, to

automatically scale groups of microservices [9]. Many of these

autoscaling algorithms are devised to achieve high availability

within a cluster. These frameworks, however, usually consider

only one aspect of resource scaling (e.g., CPU utilization,

memory consumption, or SLA adherence) and use either

vertical or horizontal scaling techniques, exclusively [13], [15],

[16]. Moreover, an administrator must manually reconfigure

the resource allocations within their own system when the

framework’s algorithm does not output the optimal config-

uration. If allocations are left sub-optimal, higher costs are

incurred leading to loss of profit [4]. For the most part, frame-

works such as Kubernetes have simple autoscaling algorithms

that frequently lead to non-optimal resource allocations.

We propose and investigate the possibility of hybrid scaling

techniques for allocating resources within a data centre. Hybrid

scaling techniques reap the benefits of both the fine-grained

resource control of vertical scaling, and the high availability

of horizontal scaling. This makes hybrid scaling a promising

solution for effective autoscaling.

Several challenges arise, however, when designing a hybrid

scaling algorithm. Finding an optimal solution with hybrid

scaling can be viewed as a complex multidimensional variant

of the bin packing problem. When presented with a limited

number of physical resources and a set of microservices with

variable dimensions (e.g., CPU, memory, and network), find-

ing the optimal configuration is an NP-complete problem [17].

These resource allocations and reconfigurations must be de-

termined in real-time, thus limiting the time spent searching

the solution space. Moreover, when user load is unstable, an

aggressive algorithm can induce successive conflicting deci-

sions (i.e., thrashing), leading to scaling overhead. As the ex-

act correlation between resource allocations and performance

metrics is unclear, the definition of the optimal configuration

is ambiguous making closed-form calculations of the optimal

configuration difficult. Furthermore, resources intrinsically tied

to other resources greatly obscure this relationship. Network

I/O is one metric that is particularly complicated to scale in

virtualized environments. Due to its dependence on CPU and

socket resources, and independent ingress and egress filters,

network bandwidth scaling is very convoluted and does not

form the basis for many scaling algorithms.

To address these issues, this paper makes the following

contributions:

1) Performance analysis of horizontal versus vertical scal-

ing of Docker containers to quantitatively assess their

trade-offs (Section III).

2) Design and implementation of two novel hybrid scaling

techniques, HYSCALECPU and HYSCALECPU+Mem, as

well as a simple horizontal network scaling algorithm

(Section IV).

3) Design and implementation of an autoscaling platform

prototype to evaluate and compare various scaling tech-

niques (Section V).

4) Validation of the performance and resource efficiency

benefits gained through the use of hybrid and network

scaling by benchmarking HYSCALE against Google’s

Kubernetes horizontal autoscaling algorithm on mi-

crobenchmarks and Bitbrain’s VM workload (Sec-

tion VI).

II. RELATED WORK

Although container-based virtualization technology is rela-

tively new, virtual machines (VMs) have been well researched

and widely used for several decades [8]. Dynamic scaling

of hardware resources has been approached from the VM

perspective and is not a foreign concept in the world of

virtualization [8], [12], [18], [19].

A. Vertical Scalers

VMs typically benefit greatly from vertical scaling, as

compared to horizontal scaling, since they have long start up

times. Thus, several reactive vertical scaling solutions exist in

the VM domain, such as Azure Automation, CloudVAMP, and

AppRM.

Azure Automation [12] supports vertical scaling of VMs

based on observed resource utilization. Scaling, however, is

relegated to tenants to perform manually. Azure bills tenants

based on the amount of resources they have been allocated,

thus encouraging tenants to scale downwards. From the cloud

centre perspective, this model does little to manage resource

efficiency and fragmentation across the cluster. Moreover,

the cloud centre is very susceptible to overprovisioning of

resources, since tenants are required to scale their services

manually, which is slow for a reactive solution.
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CloudVAMP [13] is a platform that provides mechanisms

for memory oversubscription of VMs. Memory oversubscrip-

tion allows a VM to utilize more memory than the host has

available (i.e., vertical scaling). This is made possible via the

hypervisor retrieving unused memory from VMs co-located on

the machine, and allocating it to VMs in need. CloudVAMP,

however, does not support scaling through other types of

resources, such as CPU or disk I/O, forfeiting the ability

to achieve a more granular level of resource management.

Similarly, AppRM vertically scales VMs based on whether

current performance is meeting user-defined SLAs [15]. The

system periodically monitors performance of each VM, com-

paring them to SLAs and vertically scaling them accordingly.

Currently, this only supports CPU and memory scaling.

Several other works on VM scaling exist, however, they per-

form vertical scaling and horizontal scaling, exclusively [18],

[19].

There are far fewer vertical scaling solutions for containers,

however, due to their propensity for replication. A notable

example of exclusive vertical scaling for containers is Elas-

ticDocker [16]. ElasticDocker employs the MAPE-K loop to

monitor CPU and memory usage and autonomously scales

Docker containers vertically. It also performs live migration

of containers, when the host machine does not have sufficient

resources. This approach was compared with the horizontally

scaling Kubernetes, and shown to outperform Kubernetes by

37.63%. The main flaw with this solution is the difference

in monitoring and scaling periods between ElasticDocker and

Kubernetes. ElasticDocker polls resource usage and scales

every 4 seconds, while Kubernetes scales every 30 seconds,

giving ElasticDocker an unfair advantage to react to fluctuating

workloads more quickly. Moreover, the cost of machines with

sufficient hardware to support a container with high demands

far exceeds the cost savings achieved.

Another example of a container vertical scaler is Spyre [14].

This framework splits resources on a physical host into units

called slices. These slices are allocated a variable amount of

CPU and memory resources and house multiple containers

(similar to Kubernetes pods). Vertical scaling is then per-

formed on these slices to allocate or deallocate resources to

a group of containers. Unfortunately, resources are shared

amongst containers within a slice making fine-grained adjust-

ments difficult.

B. Horizontal Scalers

Although VM scaling usually does not benefit from hori-

zontal scaling as much as vertical scaling due to long start up

times, there exist various VM horizontal scaling solutions.

OpenStack [8] provides users with the ability to automate

horizontal scaling of VMs via Heat templates. To achieve this,

OpenStack provides two mechanisms that are user-defined:

Ceilometer Alarms and Heat Scaling Policies. Ceilometer

Alarms trigger based off observed resource usage (e.g., CPU

usage exceeding a certain percentage), and invoke Heat Scal-

ing Policies to instantiate or decommission VMs. Although

containers are supported by OpenStack, users tend to use other

container orchestrators in combination with OpenStack [20].

For container-based horizontal autoscaling, the most popular

tools are Docker Swarm and Google’s Kubernetes. Docker

Swarm [7] takes a cluster of Docker-enabled machines and

manages them as if they were a single Docker host. This

allows users to horizontally scale out or scale in containers

running within the cluster. Scaling commands, however, must

be input manually and is far too slow to react to sudden load

variations. Kubernetes [9] offers a horizontal autoscaler that

monitors average CPU utilization across a set of containers

and horizontally scales out or scales in containers to match

the user-specified target CPU or memory utilization. It also

attempts to provide a beta API for autoscaling based on mul-

tiple observed metrics [21]. This, however, does not actually

perform scaling based on all given metrics. After evaluating

each metric individually, the autoscaling controller only uses

one of these metrics. Kubernetes has also added support for a

vertical autoscaler, however, at the time of publication, it was

still a conceptual beta with few details on implementation [22].

C. Hybrid Scalers

To our knowledge, there are very few container-based hybrid

scalers in comparison to VM-based hybrid scalers.

SmartScale [23] uses a combination of vertical and hor-

izontal scaling to ensure that the application is scaled in a

manner that optimizes both resource usage and reconfigura-

tion costs incurred due to scaling. Scaling is performed in

two steps. First, the number of VM instances is estimated

based on observed throughput. once the number of instances

is determined, an optimal resource configuration is found

using a binary search. Optimality is defined with respect to

maximizing savings and minimizing performance impact. This

approach assumes that each VM instance operates at maximum

utilization.

In the cost-aware approach of J. Yang et al. [18], [24], [25],

an extension of R. Han et al.’s VM work is presented by

including a horizontal scaling aspect to the algorithm. The

scaling method is divided into three categories: self-healing

scaling, resource-level scaling, and VM-level scaling. The first

two methods are vertical scaling, while the last method is

horizontal scaling. Self-healing allows complementary VMs

to be merged, while resource-level scaling consumes unallo-

cated resources on a machine. Finally, VM-level scaling is

performed using threshold-based scaling.

The self-adaptive approach [26] also attempts to perform

hybrid scaling of VMs by first vertically scaling where pos-

sible, then allocating new VM instances when required. If a

service within a VM instance requires more CPUs and there

are CPUs available on the node, they are allocated to the

VM and all services within that VM. If no VM instance

with those resources available exist, a new VM is started.

While this approach is interesting, the implementation limits

the solution’s scaling granularity as only whole virtual CPUs

can be allocated or deallocated to a VM at any given time.

Moreover, since the resources are allocated to the VM itself,
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the resource distribution within the VM cannot be controlled

for each service or is not discussed.

Four-Fold Auto-Scaling [27] presents a hybrid autoscal-

ing technique to reduce costs for containers within VMs. It

models the scaling problem as a multi-objective optimization

problem and minimizes cost using IBM’s CPLEX optimizer.

To simplify the search space, their model discretizes VM

and container sizes into distinct, enumerated resource types

and abstracts physical resource types. This forces a trade-

off between the granularity of their scaling decisions and the

complexity of their optimization problem. Furthermore, there

are no guarantees on the optimality of the solutions generated.

In their implementation, they consider CPU and memory, and

have shown a 28% reduction in costs. There are, however,

negligible improvements in performance and SLA adherence.

Furthermore, this approach requires manual tuning and fails to

expose the performance and resource utilization ramifications.

Jelastic [28] monitors CPU, memory, network and disk

usages to automatically trigger either vertical or horizontal

scaling for a single application. Although Jelastic supports

both types of scaling, it does not support them simultaneously.

For vertical scaling, when user-specified thresholds are ex-

ceeded, Jelastic provisions set amounts of resources, known as

Cloudlets, to the application. A cloudlet consists of a 400MHz

CPU and 128MiB of memory. For horizontal scaling, the

user must define the triggers and scaling actions for their

application. For example, the user must specify the number

of replicas to scale up by when exceeding their memory

threshold. This approach lacks flexibility as users cannot use

both simultaneously, and must manually tune their triggers and

scaling actions, especially under varying and unstable loads.

Although several hybrid scaling solutions do exist, none of

them are designed specifically for container-based ecosystems.

Most of these approaches use VMs which are inherently

different from containers. As VMs have inherently higher

resource overhead and scaling costs compared to containers,

frequent and responsive scaling actions are incompatible with

a VM dominated cloud environment. Containers, on the other

hand, do not suffer from these same constraints and therefore

are contingent on different concerns than VM machine scaling.

Similar techniques from VM scaling could be leveraged, but

must be modified to conform to the higher throughput input

events and the lower latency nature of container ecosystems.

D. Network Scalers

NBWGuard [29] presents the first network bandwidth QoS

solution for Kubernetes pods using tc commands. Egress traffic

is drained by hierarchical token bucket filters allowing for

varying network priorities amongst pods. Ingress traffic is

redirected to a virtual interface using a kernel intermediate

functional block, before applying tc. Their approach was then

validated using iperf.

Most other solutions aim to address the issue of network

performance and scalability through machine placement. X.

Meng et al. [30] attempt to alleviate network traffic congestion

by using a network-focused heuristic placement algorithm.

This algorithm optimizes placement of VMs by shortening

the distance between communicating VMs. Other algorithms

present various placement algorithms that optimize communi-

cation traffic of all VMs to designated nodes [31], [32].

Work for network scaling and QoS of containers is sparse

due to its intricate dependencies on various other resources.

Network scaling solutions generally have been tailored to

VMs. Due to high scaling overheads, physical placement

becomes critical. Contrarily, containers have negligible scaling

overhead and are lightweight enough to be replicated very

quickly. During bursty traffic, these attributes can be exploited

to reduce network congestion through the use of vertical and

horizontal scaling.

III. HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL SCALING

To motivate the hybridization of scaling techniques, the

effects of horizontal and vertical scaling must be understood.

Conducive to this, we stressed CPU-bound and memory-

bound microservices under a fixed client load and measured

their response times. As a baseline, we first measured the

response times of each microservice on its own with full

access to a 4 core node. Subsequent runs entailed manually

varying resource allocations to simulate equivalent vertical and

horizontal scaling scenarios. The following experiments were

run with 640 client requests on up to 16 machines:

A. CPU Scaling

A container’s Docker CPU shares define its proportion

of CPU cycles on a single machine [33]. By tuning the

CPU shares allocated to each microservice, we effectively

control their relative weights. For example, if two microservice

containers run on a single machine with CPU shares of 1024

and 2048, the containers will have 1/3 and 2/3 of the access

time to the CPU, respectively. We utilized this sharing feature

to induce a form of vertical scaling, as increasing or decreasing

shares directly correlate with an increase or decrease in CPU

resource allocation to a container.

The baseline microservice is run on a single machine

with no contention and is configured to consume CPU time

per request. The latency of a request is measured as the

microservice execution time. This simulates CPU load on the

system from the request/response mechanic that is inherent in

a microservices architecture.

To create contention of CPU resources, the microservice is

run alongside another container. This container runs progrium

stress [34], which consumes CPU resources. In both the

horizontal and vertical scaling scenarios, the microservice is

given an equivalent amount of resources overall to isolate the

effects of both. For example, in the vertical scaling emulation,

we allocated 1024 CPU shares to both the microservice and the

progrium stress container, splitting CPU access time equally

between the two. The equivalent horizontally-scaled instance

with 3 microservices running over 3 machines allocates 1024

and 5120 CPU shares to the microservice and the progrium

stress container, respectively. This results in 1/6 of the total

CPU access time for each microservice, adding up to a total of
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Fig. 2. Response times of horizontal scaling for the CPU tests.

1/2 of the CPU access time. This is equivalent to the vertical

scaled scenario.

Results of our studies on vertical versus horizontal scaling

for CPU resources show a preference for vertical scaling. It

provided negligible overhead in request processing times when

compared to the equivalently horizontally scaled instances.

Results also strongly indicate that more replicated instances

decrease overall CPU performance (see Figure 2). Although

Docker containers, themselves, have negligible overhead [35],

when contention over shared CPU resources is introduced,

significant overhead becomes apparent. In our experiments,

this manifested itself as a 17% increase in response times.

This would be further exacerbated by the presence of more

co-located containers. Moreover, the applications within the

Docker containers also incur measurable costs. When repli-

cated several times, this performance overhead becomes much

more significant, and can affect response times. For our exper-

iments, this overhead resides mainly within the Java Virtual

Machine. Significant overhead is also seen when replicas are

distributed across several nodes resulting in a logarithmic

increase with the number of replicas. Note that in practice,

replicating a container in a cloud environment will inevitably

force containers to co-locate with other containers further

decreasing overall performance of every microservice.

B. Memory Scaling

Docker also allows users to impose memory limits on

containers [33]. Once a container uses memory in excess of

its limit, portions of its memory are swapped to disk.

The effects of vertical and horizontal scaling on memory

were tested analogously to the CPU tests, ensuring equivalent

resources in each scenario (i.e., one 512 MB container is

equivalent to two 256 MB containers). One difference, how-

ever, is that there is no contention for memory between Docker

containers, and thus there was no need to run a progrium stress

container.

Results show negligible differences in request times be-

tween vertical and horizontal scaling scenarios. Also, increas-

ing memory limits did not speed up processing times. Per-

Fig. 3. Response times of horizontal scaling for the network tests with a total
bandwidth of 100Mbps.

formance drastically degraded, however, when the number of

incoming requests forced the microservice to swap. Moreover,

horizontal scaling introduced slightly more memory overhead.

This was due to the memory used by the application and

the container image, itself. This overhead will vary from

application to application. If high enough, horizontally scaled

instances are much more likely to swap compared to a single

vertically scaled instance, given the same amount of memory.

C. Network Scaling

Although Docker supports container resizing for many

resource types, network I/O is an exception. Limiting network

bandwidth for containers in general must be done through

third party tools, such as the traffic control (tc) command in

conjunction with iptables routing. In this section, we explore

the scaling of egress UDP and TCP traffic by using tc

and iptables to scale network bandwidth in each scenario.

Analogously to our CPU tests, a total bandwidth of 100Mbps

was allocated to our microservice running iperf [36] and run

alongside a custom stress container that attempts to hog all

available CPU and network resources.

Results were averaged over 30 runs for each scenario and

showed negligible changes for vertical scaling of network due

to the effective and fair distribution of traffic using tc and

iptables. For horizontal scaling, however, a large decrease in

execution time is achieved at a larger number of replicas,

tapering off at around 8 replicas (see Figure 3). This is mainly

attributed to the alleviated contention over the network tx

queues when using more machines. In general, horizontally

scaling outwards provides significant benefits for network

scaling for our cluster. Although results for only 100Mbps

are shown, there are several other factors that affect actual

performance, such as network speeds, number of requests, and

size of requests. From varying these parameters, we found the

results followed the same general trends.

IV. AUTOSCALING ALGORITHMS

To help understand our novel hybrid scaling algorithms,

we first discuss the implementation details of the popular

Kubernetes horizontal scaling algorithm. All variables in the

following equations are measured as a percentage.
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A. Horizontal Scaling Algorithms

1) Kubernetes Algorithm: The Kubernetes autoscaling al-

gorithm utilizes horizontal scaling to adjust the number of

available replica instances of services to meet the current

incoming demand or load. The algorithm increases and de-

creases the number of replicated microservice instances based

on current CPU utilization. If the average CPU utilization

for a microservice and all its replicas exceed a certain target

percentage threshold, then the system will scale up the number

of replicas. Conversely, when the average CPU utilization falls

below the threshold, the system will scale down the number

of replicas. CPU utilization is calculated as the CPU usage

over the requested CPU. In order to measure average CPU

utilization, the Kubernetes algorithm periodically queries each

of the nodes within the cluster for resource usage information.

By default, the query period is set to 30s, however, for our

experiments, we query every 5s.

The Kubernetes autoscaling algorithm takes in 3 user-

specified inputs: overall target CPU utilization, and minimum

and maximum numbers of replicas. The system scales up

and down towards the minimum and maximum whenever

the overall CPU utilization is above or below the target,

respectively. The algorithm calculates the target number of

replicas to scale up or down for microservice m and replica r
using the formula:

utilizationr =
usager

requestedr

NumReplicasm = �sum(utilizationr )

Targetm
�

This, however, introduces a problem where thrashing can

occur. To prevent thrashing between quickly scaling up and

scaling down horizontally, the Kubernetes algorithm uses

minimum scale up and scale down time intervals. Rescaling

intervals are enforced when a scaling up or scaling down

operation occurs, and notifies the system to halt any further

scaling operations until the specified time interval has passed.

Our experiments used 3s and 50s minimum scale up and scale

down intervals, respectively.

There is another Kubernetes feature that mitigates thrashing.

It only performs rescaling if the following holds true:

|average(usager )
Targetm

− 1| > 0.1

Recently, Kubernetes has added support to use memory

utilization or a custom metric instead of CPU utilization.

Kubernetes has also attempted to provide support for multiple

metrics, which is currently in beta. This support however is

limited, as only the metric with the largest scale is chosen.

2) Network Scaling Algorithm: There are several aspects

of networking that contribute to the complexity of its scaling,

such as number of sockets, protocols, shared network interface

cards and switches, kernel scheduling, and filtering. As a

result, there is no known generic implementation of network

bandwidth scaling nor is it natively supported in Kubernetes.

Therefore, we chose to design an exploratory horizontal algo-

rithm based on the results of our network scaling experiments.

This algorithm uses the same algorithm as Kubernetes, but

replaces CPU usage for outgoing network bandwidth usage in

its calculations.

B. Hybrid Scaling Algorithms

The main goal of our hybrid autoscaling algorithms is

to dynamically reallocate and redistribute resources amongst

microservices in a fashion that preserves high availability, low

response times and high resource utilization per node. Some

microservices tend to use a mix of different resources, and

cannot be scaled effectively when using Kubernetes, leading

to longer response times and more SLA violations. Horizontal

scaling is not always the best solution as the addition of

a new replica instance may be grossly more than required.

Additionally, horizontally scaling microservices that need to

preserve state is non-trivial as it introduces the need for

a consistency model to maintain state amongst all replicas.

Hence, in these scenarios, the best scaling decisions are those

that bring forth more resources to a particular container (i.e.,

vertical scaling).

Our hybrid autoscaling algorithm takes a similar approach

to the Kubernetes autoscaling algorithm. As opposed to cal-

culating only a coarse-grained target number of replicas for

a microservice, the hybrid approach is to deterministically

calculate the exact microservice’s needs. While still retaining

the desired coarse-grained replication factor, this calculation

also contains the required fine-grained adjustments. Two main

distinctions separate our hybrid algorithms from Kubernetes:

the use of vertical scaling, and the broadening of the mea-

surement criteria to include both CPU and memory. These

algorithms first ensure the minimum and maximum number

of replicas are running for fault-tolerance benefits. They then

attempt to vertically scale onto the same machines, granted

enough available resources. If there are insufficient resources

to meet demands, horizontal scaling is performed on another

machine; one not hosting the same microservice, and adver-

tising sufficient available resources. In the following sections,

we present two such hybrid algorithms.

1) HYSCALECPU Algorithm: This hybrid algorithm consid-

ers only CPU usage and calculates the number of missing

CPUs for microservice m using the equation:

MissingCPUsm =
sum(usager )− (sum(requestedr )∗Targetm)

Targetm

If the overall CPU usage is equal to that of the target

utilization, then the equation will output 0 signifying that no

changes are required. If the result is negative, then the resource

allocation is greater than the usage and signals to the algorithm

that there are unused CPU resources for this microservice.

Similarly, a positive result signifies that there are insufficient

resources allocated to the microservice overall.

Once the number of missing resources has been calculated

for every microservice, the algorithm enters the resource recla-

mation phase. For every microservice that indicated a negative
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value, downward vertical scaling (i.e., resource reclamation)

is attempted on each of their replicas to move the instance

towards the target utilization. If an instance has been vertically

scaled downwards and its allocated resources drop below a

minimum threshold (currently set to 0.1 CPUs), it is removed

entirely. Moreover, any reclaimed resources contribute to

increasing the number of missing resources back to 0. The

amount of CPU resources reclaimable from each instance is

calculated as follows:

ReclaimableCPUsr = requestedr − sum(usager )

Targetm ∗0.9
Once reclamation is complete, the second phase of the

algorithm attempts to acquire unused or reclaimed resources

for microservices that indicated a positive number of missing

resources. In a similar manner, each microservice instance is

vertically scaled upwards by the following amount:

RequiredCPUsr =
sum(usager )

Targetm ∗0.9 − requestedr

AcquiredCPUsr = min(RequiredCPUsr ,AvailableCPUsn)

Each replica instance will claim as many resources as it

needs, up to the amount available on the node. If vertical

scaling on all replicas does not provide sufficient resources

to provide for the microservice as a whole, horizontal scaling

is performed onto other nodes that have free resources. Fur-

thermore, a new replica can only be instantiated if the node

advertises at least the baseline memory requirement of the

microservice, as well as a minimum CPU threshold (currently

set to 0.25 CPUs). This is to ensure that an instance is not

spawned with resource allocations that are too small.

Finally, similar to Kubernetes, the hybrid algorithm enforces

rescaling intervals, whereby frequent horizontal rescaling is

throttled to avoid thrashing. Vertical scaling, however, is

exempt from this rule, as vertical scaling must perform fine-

grained adjustments quickly and frequently.

2) HYSCALECPU+Mem Algorithm: This hybrid algorithm ex-

tends from the previous algorithm by considering memory and

swap usage. The algorithm and equations used are analogous

to those used for CPU measurements and are shown below.

MissingMemm =
sum(usager )− (sum(requestedr )∗Targetm)

Targetm

ReclaimableMemr = requestedr − sum(usager )

Targetm ∗0.9

RequiredMemr =
sum(usager )

Targetm ∗0.9 − requestedr

AcquiredMemr = min(RequiredMemr ,AvailableMemn)

With the consideration of a second variable, horizontal

scaling becomes much less trivial. The algorithm can no

longer indiscriminately remove a container that is consuming

memory or CPU, if it falls below a certain CPU or memory

threshold, respectively. Furthermore, new containers cannot be

added with no allocated memory or CPU. This changes the

conditions for container removal and addition by requiring the

CPU and memory threshold conditions to be met mutually.

Fig. 4. Full stack overview showing the resource management layer (second
bottom) above the cloud resources (bottom). Docker microservices (second
top) give rise to enterprise applications (top) that clients interact with.

V. AUTOSCALER ARCHITECTURE

To benchmark various scaling techniques on a common

platform, we present an autoscaler architecture that supports

vertical, horizontal and hybrid scaling. The autoscaler per-

forms resource scaling on microservice containers, where a

central arbiter autonomously manages all the resources within

a cluster. Much like Apache YARN [37], this central entity is

named the MONITOR and is tasked with gathering resource

usage statistics from each microservice running in the clus-

ter. The MONITOR interacts with each machine through the

NODE MANAGERs (NMs). Each NM manages and reports the

status of its machine and checks for microservice liveness.

Additionally, distributed server-side LOAD BALANCERs (LBs)

act as proxies for clients interacting with microservices. The

different components in our autoscaling platform architecture

are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. Further details on each

component are covered in following sections.

A. Docker Containers/Microservices

Docker containers provide a lightweight virtualization alter-

native, allowing developers to package their application and its

corresponding dependencies into a single isolated container.

Instead of including the entire operating system into the

virtual image, Docker utilizes operating system virtualization

to emulate the operating system kernel. This makes Docker

images significantly lighter in size, and quick to deploy onto

machines. This differs significantly from traditional hypervisor

virtualization, whereby hardware resources (e.g., CPU, mem-

ory, and hard disk) are emulated by the hypervisor, and guest

operating systems are installed directly above. Furthermore,
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Docker containers leverage a copy-on-write filesystem to make

the container images lightweight and compact, increasing their

efficiency in deployment.

In industry, applications are deployed as groups of microser-

vices (i.e., microservices architectures or Kubernetes pods)

and each microservice component is housed within its own

container. In our architecture, each Docker container houses

a single microservice and is the unit of deployment for all

microservices, including differing instances and replications.

We consider each microservice to be an individual entity and

not part of a group of microservices, to isolate the effects of

the scaling techniques.

B. Node Managers

Each node runs a single NM (see Figure 5), in charge

of monitoring the combined microservice resource usage of

all microservices stationed on that node. NMs are also in

charge of aggregating container failure information and request

statistics, such as completion times, from all microservices.

The NMs are written in Java and interface with the Docker

daemon through docker-java, an open source Java library that

provides a Java interface to Docker’s API. NMs also gather

relevant resource usage information (i.e., CPU and memory

usage) through the Docker API via ‘docker stats’.

Additionally, the NM receives vertical scaling resource

commands from the MONITOR for specific containers. NMs

perform these adjustments by invoking ‘docker update’. They

have no control over vertical scaling decision-making for the

node upon which they reside, as they only have sufficient

information to make locally optimal configurations. This can

result in suboptimal global configurations. For example, the

NM being unaware of any horizontal scaling decisions made

by the MONITOR allows the NM to vertically scale the

microservice at its own discretion. This creates situations

where the NM and the MONITOR simultaneously increase

and decrease allocated resources to a microservice, which

then result in large oscillations around the target resource

allocation. Moreover, the NM can also act to negate or lessen

the intended effects of the MONITOR. Therefore, the decision-

making logic for resource allocation resides solely with the

MONITOR and not the NMs.

C. Monitor

The MONITOR is the central arbiter of the system. The

Monitor’s centralized view puts it in the most suitable position

for determining and administering resource scaling decisions

across all microservices running within the cluster. The MON-

ITOR’s goal is to reclaim unused resources from microservices,

and provision them to microservices that require more. Scaling

can be performed at the node level by the reallocation of

resources to co-located containers (i.e., vertical scaling), and

at the cluster level by the creation and removal of microservice

replicas (i.e., horizontal scaling). The use of different scaling

algorithms is also supported through communication to the

AUTOSCALER module, and can be specified at initialization

or through the command-line interface.

Fig. 5. Architecture overview illustrating the various interactions between
each component.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

Conducive to validating the benefits of hybrid scaling

techniques, we evaluate and compare the Kubernetes CPU

horizontal scaling algorithm with our HYSCALE and network

scaling algorithms on our autoscaler platform. To evaluate the

effectiveness of each algorithm, we look at metrics primarily

regarding user-perceived performance.

We chose to evaluate each algorithm under various types of

loads in the form of microbenchmarks that would encapsulate

typical scenarios most data centres would experience. For

client load, we emulate peak and off-peak “hours” to analyze

how the algorithms react under stable and unstable loads. For

our experiments, the stable load consists of a low amplitude

bursty traffic, labelled low-burst, and the unstable load forms

a spiking pattern, labelled high-burst. This wave-like bursty

pattern simulates repeated peaks and troughs in client activity.

We also present the system with 4 different types of

microservices: CPU-bound, memory-bound, network-bound,

mixed CPU and memory. Microservices applications’ work-

loads are emulated using a custom Java microservice with

configurable workload. Upon instantiation, our emulated mi-

croservices are specified an amount of resources to consume

per incoming client request. Based on these inputs, we can

create microservices that vary in resource consumption. Ad-

ditional computing resource types, such as disk I/O, are also

supported, however, they are not currently implemented and

will be part of future works.

Each experiment was performed using 15 different microser-

vices for an hour on a cluster of 24 nodes with the MONITOR

on a separate machine. Each cluster node runs Ubuntu 14.04

LTS and the exact same computing hardware, with 2 dual

core Intel Xeon 5120 processors (4 cores in total), 8GB of

DDR2 memory and 3Gbit/s SAS-1 hard drives. Five cluster

nodes were designated as LBs and all other nodes hosted the

NMs and Docker containers. All results were averaged over

5 runs. Since the Kubernetes and HYSCALECPU algorithms

are unable to handle memory-bound loads and crash, these

results have been omitted from the following sections. In the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Graphs depicting the percentage of requests failed and the average
request response times for the CPU-bound experiments. Removal failures are
requests that end prematurely due to container removals. Connection failures
are requests that fail prematurely at the microservice.

following figures and tables, ’hybrid’ refers to HYSCALECPU

and ’hybridmem’ refers to HYSCALECPU+Mem.

A. User-perceived Performance Metrics

Average microservice response times and number of failed

requests were analyzed to determine the effectiveness of the

scaling algorithms. Faster user-perceived response times reflect

well on the resource allocations, whereas slower times reflect

the opposite. Figures 6 and 7 show the average response times

and percentage of failed requests of each algorithm.

In the CPU-bound experiments (Figures 6a and 6b),

HYSCALECPU+Mem has the fastest response times overall, while

Kubernetes has the slowest response times. There are clear

improvements in response times of HYSCALE as compared to

Kubernetes resulting in 1.49x and 1.43x speedups for the low

and high-burst workloads, respectively. Although availability

is generally very high (at least 99.8% up-time), it is evident

that HYSCALE drastically lowers the number of failed requests

(up to 10 times fewer compared to Kubernetes). This shows

our HYSCALE algorithms’ high availability and robust perfor-

mance under stable and unstable CPU loads.

In the mixed experiments (Figures 7a and 7b), Kubernetes

and HYSCALECPU showed significant percentages of failed

requests, mainly due to the lack of consideration for memory

usage. These numbers are positively offset by the partial CPU

usage when forced to swap to disk. An interesting observation

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Request statistics graphs for mixed resource experiments. Note the
significant difference in failed requests between 7a and 7b.

is made in Figure 7a, where Kubernetes appears to perform

better than HYSCALECPU. This is caused by HYSCALECPU’s

preference to vertical scaling over horizontal scaling. As an

unintentional side effect of Kubernetes’ aggressive horizontal

scaling, more memory is allocated with each container scale

out allowing it to perform better with memory requests. In

Figure 7b, the response times are significantly skewed for

Kubernetes and HYSCALECPU, since the microservices are

effectively handling a smaller portion of requests (up to

23.67% less requests).

In the network-bound experiments (Figures 8a and 8b),

our network scaling algorithm outperformed the others over-

all with Kubernetes being the slowest. Despite the other

algorithms’ lack of consideration for actual network usage,

they still manage to stay competitive under low-burst stable

workloads, due to the moderate use of CPU caused by

networking system calls. This, however, does not hold for

unstable workloads, where dedicated network scaling shows

a clear advantage with response times dropping by up to

59.22%. The results for Kubernetes and HYSCALE stay con-

sistent with previous experiments (Figures 7a and 7b), further

corroborating our HYSCALE algorithms’ ability to achieve

better performances under CPU loads.

B. Bitbrains Workload

To emulate the stress that a microservices architecture would

undergo in a realistic cloud data centre, we benchmarked the

Kubernetes and HYSCALE algorithms using the Rnd dataset
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Graphs depicting the percentage of requests failed and the average
request response times for the network-bound experiments.

Fig. 9. Graph of the Bitbrains Rnd workload trace for CPU and memory
usage averaged over all microservices.

from the GWA-T-12 Bitbrains workload trace [38]. Bitbrains

is a service provider that specializes in managed hosting and

business computation for enterprises. Customers include many

major banks (ING), credit card operators (ICS) and insurers

(Aegon). The Rnd dataset consists of the resource usages

of 500 VMs used in the application services hosted within

the Bitbrains data centre. We re-purposed this dataset to be

applicable to our microservices use case and scaled it to run

on our cluster. This trace (see Figure 9) exhibits the same

behaviour as the low-burst mix and high-burst mix workloads,

and thus is expected to manifest the same result trends.

The performance results (see Figure 10) were similar to the

mixed experiment results (see Figure 7). HYSCALECPU+Mem

performs the best because of its ability to scale both

Fig. 10. Request statistics graph for the Bitbrains experiment.

CPU and memory. Kubernetes, however, outperformed the

HYSCALECPU because of its preference to horizontally scale,

whereas HYSCALECPU prefers to vertically scale. Kubernetes’

horizontal scaling actions inadvertently allocated more mem-

ory to each replica, which reduced the number of timed out

requests, as well as, the amount of memory swapped to disk.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The microservices architecture model lends itself well to the

continuous delivery of robust and maintainable applications.

To help cloud data centres keep up with increasing demand,

innovative scaling techniques must be developed to support

effective utilization of available resources and ensure service to

clients. In this paper, we propose a dedicated network scaling

algorithm and HYSCALE, two hybrid autoscaling algorithms

that combine horizontal and vertical scaling techniques to

achieve higher resource efficiencies. Using our autoscaler

platform, we demonstrate the availability and performance

benefits of each when benchmarked against Google’s Ku-

bernetes horizontal autoscaling algorithm. The higher SLA

adherence and faster response times attained will allow cloud

data centres to save substantially on power consumption costs

and SLA violation penalties. Furthermore, our algorithms will

help data centres adhere to their maximum capacities as larger

numbers of microservices can be packed more efficiently onto

available hardware. As our results showed, HYSCALECPU+Mem

predominantly outperformed HYSCALECPU and Kubernetes

by considering multiple metrics simultaneously. Due to the

complexity and obscurity of the network resource metrics,

network scaling was considered separately and a preliminary

horizontal scaling algorithm was presented. This was able

to achieve significant performance benefits and shows huge

potential. In future works, we aim to further explore network

resource scaling and extend our hybrid autoscaling algorithms

to incorporate a cost-based aspect, a machine learning aspect

and various others. We also aim to support features such as

the dynamic addition and removal of machines, and stateful

microservices. We also intend to benchmark our solution

against new and upcoming algorithms such as Kubernetes

when it fully supports vertical scaling.
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